U. S. NAVAL DESPATCH

HEADING: -OP-A- O064 100235 OPUT NFQE NUPM NKIH NKWW NAAD NEAE NAHG -W-KELA WALL RIFT REKI LANJ Nt18 AGA1 RANT NGE

Precedence | Classification
--- | ---
OP | PLAIN

GR. 86 BT FORM T.U. 96R4R13 COM LST GR 107 IN LSTARE 702 OTC WITH LSTARES 911X 968X 1023X 1039X 1054X 1063X AND LCT 1230 TOPLOADED ON LSTARE 968X WHEN LOADED AND RFS AT YOKAHAMA ON 12 APRIL PROCEED PEARL VIA LAT 28N LONG 150E X UPON ARRIVAL PEARL REPORT TO CONADCOMPHIBSPAC X TAKS UNIT DISOLOVED UPON ARRIVAL PEARL X OBTAIN LATEST HYDOPACS FROM PD YOKAHAMA X MAKE MOVEMENT REPORT IN ACCORDANCE PAC FLT. LTR. 546-45 X COMMUNICATIONS IN ACCORDANCE PAC 70 BAKER BTKK

TOR | TOD | DATE | VIA | OPER | SUP | TYPED | CWO | MSGR | RELEASE
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1255/1 | 10 APR. 46 | SCR | BAT | SAF | CWM | GMB | | | 
FROM: CTG 96.4 TO: COM LSTGR 107 - LSTARES 702 911 968 1023 1039 1054 1063
INFO: COMNAVJAP - PD YOKAHAMA - PD YOKASUKA - COMFLEATIVITIES - COMSERDIV 102 ADCOMPHIBSPAC - CINCPAC - CINCPOA - HEDPEARL - ADCOMGEN 8TH ARMY (YOKAHAMA)